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The meetinG •·ras callecl to order at 3 p .m. 

AGENDA ITEM 128 (continued) 

CONCLUSION OF .MJ I NTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON THE STRENGTHENI NG OF GUARANTEES 

OF THE SECURITY OF NON-~IDCLEAR STATES (A/33/241; A/C . l/33/L. 6) 

Hr . ICERROUN (Algeria) (interpretation from French): The question 

of security guarantees against the nuclear threat is one of the major concerns 

of the non- nuclear States . The position of Algeria on this question, which 

has been repeat edly stated here , is based on the tvro follovrine principles . 

First, nuclear disarmament alone , throueh t he ccssr>.tion of the 

manufacture of nuclear lreapons and the destruction of all existing 

stockpiles,constitutes a true and complete guarantee against the nuclear 

threat . Hhile avraiting the realization of t hat ob jective, :lll efforts should 

be made, in accordance vith para()raph 58 of the Final Document of the 

tenth special session on disarmament , to prohibit r ecourse to nuclear 

weapons and t o prevent a nuclear var . 

Aleeria , mor eover, co- sponsored the draft resolution submitted on this 

question by I ndia. It is to be hoped that the nuclear Po•·rers, in particular 

the two great Pm•ers which bear a special responsibi lity in this field , will 

support t his draft resolution . 

Secondly, it is incumbent upon the nuclear Powers to ensure , without 

conditions or restrictions, true security guar antees t o non- nuclear weapon 

States . These securi ty guarantees , however adquate they may be , cannot , 

ho1-rever, eliminate the nuclear danger . Hence , they should be accompanied by a 

commitment on the part of the nuclear Powers to proceed to effective nuclear 

disarmament measures . 

This second principle has always met with r eluctnnce on the part of nuclear 
Powers . That r eluctance was clearly manifested when the Securi ty Council 

adopted resolution 255 (1968) . That resolution was thus deprived, even in 

the opinion of those countries to •·rhich it was addressed, of any practical 

effect . Alecria expressed its r oservations at the time and abst~ined in the 

vott'. on it . 
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(Mr. Kerroum. Algeria) 

The Algerian delegation would wish today to emphasize two particularly 

negative aspects of resolution 255 (1968) . First , resolution 255 (1968) does not 

include negative assurances . On the contrary , the reference to the right of 

legitimate self-defence, although not directly rel ated to the aim sought, could be 

interpreted as the affirmation by the nuclear Powers of the use of nuclear weapons 

in a conflict with a non- nuclear- weapon State if they feel that they are not the 

aggressors . 

Secondly, resolution 255 (1968) could have had some practical effect where a 

non-nuclear-weapon State should become the victim of a nuclear attack by a country 

not a permanent member of the Security Council . But the r estrictions provided for 

are such that they may entail surprising consequences . To take a topical example, 

the Security Council under r esolution 255 (1968) would not be bound t o act in 

support of a front- line country not a party to the Non- Proliferation Treaty if it 

were the victim of nuclear aggression by South Africa. 

At the tenth special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament, 

the growing concern of the non-nuclear-weapon States encountered the same 

reluctance which was reflected in the restrictions contained in the statements of 

certain nuclear Powers. Thus, paragraph 59 of the Final Document states that the 

nuclear Powers are called upon: 
II to pursue efforts to conclude, as appropriate, effective 

arrangements to assure non- nuclear- weapon States against the use or 

threat of use of nuclear weapons." (A/FES/S- 10/2 , para. 59) 

and thus to break with the pattern of the past . 

The Soviet proposal is a first step towards the implementation of 

paragraph 59. It is encouraging that one of the two gr eat nuclear Powers , in 

this case the Soviet Union , should have taken the initiative in seeking 

implementation of a fundamental provision of the Final Document. This is the 

first constructive attempt to provide a framework of international binding 

commitments to meet the legitimate demands of non- nuclear-weapon States and 

to develop an adequate system of security guarantees. 
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(Mr. Kerroum, Algeria) 

Algeria would like at this stage to make some preliminary observations on 

the Soviet draft convention on the basis of the principles which have been 

mentioned earlier. First, guarantees should be applied to all non- nuclear- weapon 

States. This is particularly true with respect to those countries which 

voluntarily have remained outside military alliances involving the nuclear Powers. 

In the opini on of the Algerian delegation, the pr oblem posed by countries on 

whose territories nuclear weapons have been placed must be solved by the 

dismantling of foreign bases and the dissol ut ion of military alliances built 

around the nuclear Powers . 

Secondly , positive guarantees should be provided for non-nuclear-weapon 

States victims of the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons on the part of 

one of the five nuclear Powers or of a Power which i s not a permanent member 

of the Security Council . In this case , the Security Council, whose action 

would not then be paralysed by a veto , could play its full r ol e . 

Fi nally, security guarantees , both positive and negat ive , should be 

accompanied by effective measures leading to nuclear disarmament, the only 

genuine and complete guarantee . 

Bearing in mind these observations and the need to emphasize the urgency 

of nuclear disarmament as well as the will to depart from an appr oach which 

has pr oved ineffective, the dr aft resolution submitted by the Soviet Uni on, 

in the opinion of the Algerian delegation, appears to outline an appropr iate 

procedure . In particular , i t appears to us that the Soviet draft, along with 

the observations and proposals made by the various delegations, should be 

transmitted to the Committee on Disarmament , where delegat ions could undertake 

negotiations leading to the est ablishment of an adequate system of guarantees . 

The discussion begun on the subject this year may be continued by the 

General Assembly at future sessions . 

The Algerian dele~ation appreciates the importance of such an initiative 

and will support the draft resolution presented by the Soviet Union . 
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· Mr ~ PFEIFFER (Federal Republic of Germany) : The proposal of a 

draft convention put forward by the Soviet Union , which we are debating , is 

an additional contribution to the discussion of the q_uestion of how security 

can be strengthened by assuring non-nuclear-weapon States against the use 

or threat of use of nuclear weapons on the basis of the assurances contained 

in the United Hations Charter not to use or threaten to use force . He have 

taken note also of the texts drafted by the delegation of Pakistan and of 

its statement made on 31 October . We are studying them and will comment on 

them at a later stage. 

The Federal Republic of Germany renounced the product i on of nuclear 

weapons as early as 1954 and we have accepted the obligations of the 

Non- Pr oliferation Treaty. He understand the concerns of non- nuclear- weapon 

States to secure effective assurances against the use or threat of use of 

nuclear weapons and we are prepared to contribute to efforts designed to 

reduce the threat emanating from the existence of nuclear weapons . 

In pursuance of that aim, my country contributed to several working 

papers in the Preparatory Committee and in the special session devoted to 

disarmament . In those \ororking papers the need for security assurances for 

non- nuclear- weapon States was clearly r ecognized. Furthermore, I wish to 

recall in this context that during the special session devoted to disarmament 

certain nuclear-weapon States did give binding and specific assurances to 

non-nuclear- weapon States that they would not use nuclear weapons against 

them. I should like to refer to the United States and United Kingdom 

declarations on this subject . Those declarations are internationally 

binding commitments undertaken by nuclear-weapon States . At the same time , 

they specify the circumstances in which those assurances are provided. 

Indeed, they extend beyond the general obligation of the United Nations 

Charter to refrain from the use or threat of use of force . 

Any further examination of this problem must therefore proceed from 

the facts established by the commitments made already in the course of the 

special session devoted to disarmament . Together with those declarations , 

all other relevant statements and views expressed by nuclear-weapon-

and non- nuclear- weapon States during the speci al session devoted to disarmament 
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(Mr~ Pfeiffer , Federal Republic of 
Germany) 

In our opinion the assurances given by nucle~r-weapon States , together 

with the Soviet draft , form a solid basis for further discussion . 'He have , 

however , difficulties ~nth some elements of the Soviet draft . 

First , the propoGal envisages only one approach to the problem of 

security assurances, that of a multilateral convention . The argument for 

that approach is that it would create ident ical obligations for all 

nuclear- vrea:t>on States and also for the non- nuclear- "reapon States parties 

to the convention. At first glance the idea seems to be attractive. We 

have , hm·rever , doubts about its practicability . Effective security 

assurances must reflect and conform to the varying security interests of 

States in different regions . I may mention as a parallel example the 

recognition of the need to respect the differing characteristics of various 

regions in establishing nuclear-weapon- free zones . The situation is very 

similar with regard to security assurances . Bearing in mind the differ ent 

situations and inter ests of nuclear-weapon and non-nuclear-weapon States 

which would have to be accommodated, we are concerned that the approach 

of a uniform convention would not allow the necessary adjustments to 

varying conditions and vrould therefore not attain its objective . 

Secondly , we cannot see that the text as drafted would provide for 

stronger and mor e binding obligations than the guarantees against the use 

or threat of use of force contained in Article 1, paragraph 1 , and 

Article 2 , paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 of the United Nations Charter and in the 

unilateral declarations I mentioned earlier . 

Thirdly , the commitments already undertaken are not reflected in the 

Soviet draft . We think further discussion is necessary, taking into 

account all developments during and since the spec ial session devoted to 

disarmament . In these circumstances it appears premature to decide to 

start actual treaty negotiations and to look exclusively to a convention 

as the onl y possible solution. We think it is necessary to examine the 

problems in depth, taking into account all the material to hand. That , in 

our view, should be the objective of the next round of discussions , which 
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· (Mr ~ ·pfeiffer ; ·Federal Republic of 
Germany) 

could take place in the Committee on Disarmament . We are prepared to 

participate in working out a solution which will find broad support , in 

particular that of the nuclear-~reapon States . 

Those are our preliminary comments . As the discussion develops we 

may have further comments to make and we shall avail ourselves of future 

opportunities to do so in this or any other forum. 

Mt ~ RABBTAFIKA (Madagascar) (interpretation from French) : It 

has become a commonplace in United Nations bodies to say that the nuclear 

weapons which the super- Powers have in their arsenals could destroy our 

planet several times over and remove every trace of life , to such an 

extent that despite the disquieting nature of that warning we see 

attitudes and stances that are apparently contradictory but which do no 

more than reflect our disarray. Some, in fact , multiply their assurances 

'1-rithout being able to, or wishing to , draw the conclusions that one might 

logically expect . Others fall baclc on cons idernt ions more philosophicA.l 

t han politic ~l, because they still seem to believe in human ~dsdom and 

the impossibility of humanity ' s bringing about its own destruct ion. 

Still others call for i mmediate measures for the non-development , non- use 

and destruction of nuclear weapons and their delivery vehicles . 

However , if we take a closer look at those at titudes we feel they 

should be supplemented in order definitely to overcome the practical and 

political difficulties of nuclear disarmament and ensure that the security 

to which all States , nuclear and non-nuclear, are entitled acquire a s cope 

and meaning in keeping with their commitments. 

The situation in which we find ourselves is quite different . Each 

interest , or rather each group of i nterests , seeks to defend its priorities 

and imper at i ves , which ar e in fact only theoretical and do not 

necessarily reflect the urgent need for a search for universally acceptable 

solutions . In addition , despite the emergence of what we call a nuclear 

conscience , the nuclear Powers continue to enjoy and ensure relative 
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(Mr . Rabetafika , 1'-Iadagascar ) 

security , thani::s to the maint enance of the balance of det errence and t error , 

"1-Thereas the non- nuclear States are l ef't to themselves, powerless and without 

any true defe..11ce . The precariousness of their situation is all the more 

disquietir.G - and why not say so - since they are exposed to contingencies 

l·Thich could compromise their freedom of choice and. action and therefore their 

political i ndependence . It is only natural that non-nuclear- weapon States 

should not have ceased to demand , and for many years , that the nuclear Pmo~ers 

s hould undertake solemnly and irrevocably, regardless of circumstances , not 

to use nuclear vreapons against them. Thei~ appeal has never been heeded. 
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{~~ . Rabetafika , Madagascar_) 

After the statements whereby the nuclear Powers h~ve jointly or severally 

undertaken not to use nuclear weapons against non-nuclear countries, the 

Soviet initiative to conclude a convention of international legal force 

designed to guarantee and therefore to strengthen t he security of non·-nuclear

weapon States deserves to be considered with all due attention. My deleeation 

believes that the Soviet proposal is a logical follow--up to the recommendations 

r eached at the special session ofthe General Assembly devoted to disarmament. 

It is intend~d to make every effort to associate the international community 

as a "~>rhole in the disarmament pr ocess and to strengthen international security. 

It i s intended t hrough the machinery set up for this purpose to restore to 

our Organization its central role in the negotiation and conclusion of agref~!"lents , 

conventions or treaties on disexmament and international security. It represents 

a positive contribution to the action ~-re have undert aken to bring about the 

denucleariz~tion of Africa and the Indian Ocean as well as to establish 

nuclear-weapon-free zones in other parts of the world . Finally, it can serve 

a s a safeguard against those , such as South Africa and others, t hat might be 

tempted to use for mili ta..ry purposes facilities £7ant.-•d to them for the 

peaceful utili zation of nuclear poHer . 

~zy- delegation is among those which attach particular importance to the 

priority we must give nuclear disarmament . If only for that reason , "~>Te could 

not reject out of hand any step of a collateral or related type taken in 

this area designed to improve the international climate and pr omote the process 

of general and complete disarmament . In fact, let us try to respond to the 

concerns of non-nuclear--weapon States for their security. Let us attempt to 

establish a certain confidence between nuclear--weapon States and non ·nucl ear-

weapon States. Let us seek to adopt the most appropriate legaJ. guarantees ._ 

when those provided by the Tr eaty on Non-Proliferation are no longer regarded 

as adequate . We cannot i n all consci~nc~ oppose such action if we are fully 

nvare of political realities. 

~~ delegation will not go into the details of the provisions contained in 

the draft convention on the strengthening of guarantees for the security of 

non- nuclear States. vie shall confine oursP-1 ves to presenting n f c,., general 

conments on principles that we believe s:-.ould eovern the elaboration of the 

final convention. 
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(Mr. Rabetafika , Madagascar) 

First, we consider that in view of the vicissitudes that may be encountered 

in international relations it is essential that the obligations of all States 

Parties be subject to serious multilateral negotiations to arrive at precise 

definitions that are accepted freely and by common consent and not imposed or 

endor sed in declarations of intent, which are always subject to unilateral 

interpretation . 

Secondly, the final instrument must , in order to win the support of one 

and all and to be credible and viable, reflect the necessary balance of 

responsibilities and obligations as between the nuclear Powers and the 

non-nuclear--weapon States. We insist upon this principle because too often 

the counterparts demanded of the small Powers far exceed the concessions made 

by the great Powers. Proof of this is provided by the Non-Proliferation Treaty , 

in connexion with which so many promises were made to the non-nuclear States 

'1-rhen the latter drew attention to the unequal treatment implicit in the 

implementation of some of the provisions of that Treaty . 

Thirdly, my delegation , still anxious to preserve a reasonable balance 

between the responsibilities and obligations of both categories of States, 

also believes that the aspects of verification following on the presumption 

of non-compliance with these obligations should be spelled out in more detail. 

In this connexion it might be useful to set up legal, technical and even 

political machi ner y designed, on the one hand, effectively and efficiently 

to ensure that all States parties , without any discr imination, have in fact 

complied with their obligations and, on the other, to propose the necessary 

steps to be taken i n the case of non-compliance . 

Finally, my delegation believes it would be desirable that some concepts, 

particularly those relating to extraordinary events and matters of higher 

interest, be the subj ect of detailed study so that the States Parties may 

share if not a uni form interpretation at least a generally accepted one. It 

would in fact be dangerous to leave the State that withdraws from the 

convention with the power to evaluate these two concepts , although it is 

quite obvious that account should be taken of the sovereignty of each and 

every State party. 

Having made these general comments , my delegation is convinced that the 

time has come to conclude an international convention on the strengthening of 
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the security of non-nuclear States. The task we are going to entrust to the 

Comncittee on Disarmament will not be an easy one in view of the observations, 

criticisms and hesitations that have been expressed and the understandable 

disappointment of non-nuclear-weapon States. Hmrever , it is true that an 

interesting initiative was taken on 8 September of this year by the Soviet 

Union, to which we should like to pay a '\>lell deserved tribute. He hope that 

the conclusions we reach after the work of the Committee on Disarmament will 

this time bo conducive to assuring the non-nuclear States that they will 

enjoy true security based on non~discriminatory treatment. 

Mr . PAQUI (Benin) (interpretation f r om French) : From the Conference 

of Non~Nuclear Weapon States held in Geneva in August 1968 up until the 

adoption of the many declarations, resolutions and treaties that have created 

nuclear-weapon- f ree zones in some areas, including the Treaty on the 

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, to which most of the developing 

countries are parties, how many disappointments and frustrations have we had 

disappointments because ) to begin with, most of the non-nuclear-weapon States 

that took part in that Geneva Conference thought that the United Nations 

would adopt measures in clos e co··operation with the nuclear Powers that would 

be likely to prevent the proliferation of these terrible weapons of mass 

destruction and for ever prevent t he holocaust that a nuclear war would 

inevitably bring about. 

Tod~ we are in duty bound to note that our Organization has been unable 

to do anything to counter the development of the nuclear pr ogrammes of many 

States. 1bis shows, more disquietingly than ever , that there is a danger of 

the proliferation of such weapons. Then comes our f rustration : by acceding 

to the Non-Proliferation Treaty the developing countries acted in good faith 

in the belief that their concerns were shared by the overwhelming majority 

of t he members of the international community . But today those countries 

are very seriously asking themselves whether in the last analysis they have not 

been duped. This question arises with even greater acuity in Africa and in 

the Middle East , where faced with an overwhelming majority of States parties 

to the Non- Proliferation Treaty , the minority regimes continue with impunity 

and arrogance to develop their nuclear-weapon programmes, which they think 

they will be able to hold as a Sword of Damocles over the heads of t hose 

States that refuse to accept the dictates of a minority . 
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Therefore, the demand to decrease the danser of the use of this weapon , 

r equires legitimacy o.nd objectivity and is of vital importance . Hence it 

becomes one of the primary and principle obligations imposed on us. It is 

quite obvious to all that the non-aligned countries have always attached 

and continue to attach great importance in all their conferences to topics 

related to nuclear disarmament and the elimination of the nuclear threat . 

1-le also find that most of the representatives here , in one way or another , 

through the statements we have heard from them in this hall , have 

stressed the need to save humanity from the fear and anxiety over its 

destiny and to attempt to create the necessary methods conducive to an 

atmosphere of security which these countries require urgently and speedily, in order 

that they may direct their Er.er sies to construction , to building and to progress . 

When the representative of the Soviet Union takes the initiative of putting forward 

the draft of an international convention to provide guarantees for the security 

of non-nuclear States, he, as the representative of a super- Power which has 

the nuclear '"eapon ~ expresses through this attitude his sincere desire to 

avoid and renounce the use of such a weapon against these peoples . 
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The delegation of the Republic of Iraq, in warmly supporting the 

Soviet draft proposal in document A/C . l/33/1 . 6, feels sure t hat that draft 

wi ll have the support and agreement of those countr ies which do not possess 

those weapons in the first place . Our delegation also hopes that the r epresentatives 

of the other nucl~ar Powers, headed by the United States , will express their support 

for this draft, which will be one of the effective means of t esting the intentions of 

the nuclear States and knowing whether those States have acquired such energy for the 

purposes of destruction, aggression and , consequently , threatening human 

civilizati on , or t o s erve to prot ect humanity, its progress and i ts happiness . 

Mr . FISHER (United States of America): I do not believe there is 

any better way to begin to state the United States position on the current 

agenda i tem than by quoting the President i al declaration on t he issue of 

security assurances t o non-nuclear- weapon State~ announced by 

Secr etary of State Vance during the special session. That Presidential 

declaration reads as follows: 

"The United States will not use nuclear weapons against any 

non- nuclear-weapon State party to the Non-Proliferation Tr eaty (NPT) 

or any comparable inter nationally binding commitment not to acquire 

nuclear explosive devi ces, except in the case of an attack on the United 

States, its territories or armed for ces , or its allies , by such a State 

allied to a nuclear-weapon State or associated with a nuclear-weapon 

State in carrying out or sustaining the attack. 11 

I believe that this statement should dispose of one of the issues which 

has recurr ed from time to time in our current deliber ations on this i ssue ; 

that is , whether there should be a "legal..ly binding treaty obligation" or 

whether individual declarations are satisfactory. The United States does not 

consider thi s to be a real issue . A formal statement by the President of the 

United States is not s omething that is made lightly and without careful 

consideration of all its implications and the obligations it imposes . And i ts 

e ffect is immediate , not at some future date. 
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~·!any may then ank why if the United States considers the impact 

of t hat declaration significant and binding , does the United States not welcome 

the concept of a formal treaty obligation? The answer is clear: it i s not 

that 1ve are attemptin~ to hedge in any way on the nature of our obligation, 

but rather that we are faced with a situation in 1·Thich the five nuclear Po,.,ers 

have made statements on this issue which differ substantially in their content 

and in their scope . The Uni~ed States sees littl~ prospect of melding 

thE-m into a single formulation. 

As the United States indicated before this Committee on 19 October , 

it would be unrealistic to anticipate that a single formulation could be 

found "'orhich would be ge~erally acceptable and meet the diverse security 

r equirements , not onl y of each of the nuclear Powers but also of the 

non- nuclear-weapon States, for many of which relationships with specif ic 

nuclear States are an essential ingredient in their nat ional security. 

The Unit ed States, of course , conceives of the concept of security 

assurances to the non-nuclear-1-reapon States both as a means of strengthening 

the security of non- nuclear-weapon States and as a means of strengthening the 

non- pr oliferati on regime. It should be noted in this context that the 

Presidential declaration does not limit its application to parties to the 

Non- Proliferation Tr eaty. It is applicable to any other State that has undertaken 
11a comperable internationally binding commitment not t o acquire nuclear explosive 

devices" . 

One possibility comes to mind - t he nuclear-free zone concept . As early 

as 1971 the United States extended an appropriate non-use assurance to full 

parties to the Treaty of Tlatelolco , t he Latin .:'c.merican nuclear weapon- free zone. 

Another regi onal effort with provis i ons comparable to those in the Treaty of 

Tlatelolco would be covered by the Cnited States Rs::;urEmcc. Other 

alternat~ves may also exist. 

vle have heard often :i.n this debate that the non-use or threat of use 

cornitments by the nuclear-weapon States should be unconditio&al. The 

Uni ted Sta.tes respectfully disagrees ll'ith this position. 
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A good deal has been said in this forum about the theory of nuclear 

deterrence. This is not a pleasant subject but we cannot over look the fact 

that in many areas of the world nuclear weapons are part of the security 

arrangements that have so far· kept the peace, and in effect kept all 

of us in this room alive . These facts exist. The idea that they can be 

made to disappear by a declaration, agr eement or convention is 

fundamentally unrealistic. 

It is for this reason that the United States could not extend a 

non-use pledge to other nuclear-weapon States . It is for the same 

reason that, in certain situations clearly described in the Presidential 

declaration I have quoted, our pledge cannot be unconditionally extended 

to all non-nuclear-weapon States. 

As I stated in my remarks to this Committee on 19 October of this year, 

the United States is convinced that the solemn pledges given by the 

nuclear Powers during the special session represent an important measure 

of security for the non- nuclear-weapon States . For this reason, we believe 

the Security Council should take formal note of them. The United States is 

not committed, however, to this approach as the sole way of proceeding. There 

may be other forums in which the question of negative security assurances could 

be t reated, such as the Committee on Disarmament. The United States has an 

open mind on which is the best forum, so long as all views and all ways of 

treatin~ the subject are open for consideration . 

Hr. SOURINHO (Lao People 's Democratic Republic) (interpretation 

from French): For those in whom the results of the tenth special session 

have aroused rene~red optimisLl regarding the negotiations on disarmament, 

including my own delegation , remarks made in the present discussion tru~ing 

place this week ~ and which is on the point of concluding , obviously are a 

matter of part icular importance, b~cause we are now taking up a specific 

proposal aimed at th~ immediate implementation of t he r ecommendations and 

decisions reached by the tenth special session. In this connexion, 
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a number of representatives who spoke before me have already very pertinently 

analysed all those recommendations and decisions which this proposal seems 

to refer to. Among the latter there is one in particular which my delegation -

at the risk of disagreeably repeating itself - would like to emphasize again , 

since we believe that it best expresses the t hinking behind the initiative 

of the Soviet Union, that is, the recommendation which appears in paragraph 59 

of the Final Document o1 the special session which stipulates, inter alia, 

the following: 
11 I n the same context, the nuclear-weapon States are called upon 

to take steps to assure the non- nuclear-weapon States against the 

use or threat of use of nuclear weapons. 11 (resoluti on S-10/2, para . 59) 
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By promptl y proposing at the present session of the General Assembly 

consideration of the conclusion of an international convention on the 

str engthening of security guarantees of non-nuclear-weapon States, the 

Soviet Union has proved once again that it is always prepared to co-operate 

with the international community in order to be in the vanguard on the road 

that will lead to general and complete disarmament under effective international 

control, which remains the final goal of the joint efforts undertaken by all 

the peoples of the world that love peace and democracy . 

In this connexion, unless one really adopts a negative attitude, one 

cannot fail to recognize that the Soviet action constitutes a direct response 

to the appeal of the tenth special session and is therefore a laudable attempt 

to make pr ogress in the cause of di sarmament, particularly nuclear disarmament. 

Therefore, above all, my delegation would like to express warmly to the 

delegation of the Soviet Union its deep appreciation of its very happy and 

opportune initiative. 

More than a decade has elapsed since the non-nuclear-weapon States , 

confronted by the unbridled quantitative and qualitative nuclear arms race, 

made the first efforts to secure from the nuclear-weapon States guarantees 

that those States would never use or threaten to use nuclear weapons against 

them. But those efforts have so far had only insignificant results. 

Undoubtedly , with respect to the assurance of guarantees for non-nuclear

weapon States, there is Security Council resolution 255 (1968), which takes 

note of the intention expressed by the three nuclear Powers signatories to 

the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons that they would ~ive 

and support immediate assistance, in accordance with the Charter of the 

United Nations, to any non-nuclear-weapon State party to the Treaty that 

was the victim of an act or threat of aggression with the use of nuclear 

weapons . 

However, in view of the fact that such assistance would be subject to 

the normal procedure of the Security Council and could t herefore be the object 

of a veto, the guarantee represented by resolution 255 (1968) is questionable. 

It should be emphasized also that that resolution refers only to non- nuclear

weapon States parties to the Non- Proliferation Treaty, completely leaving 

aside all the others . 
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I n view of those short-comings , it cannot constitute a solid security 

guarantee for non-nuc l ear-weapon States. 

I n addition to Security Council resolution 255 (1968), there is also , 

as regards securi ty guarantees fo r non-nuclear-weapon States , the declar ations 

of intention made at the tenth speci al session by certain nuclear Powers to 

the effect that they woul d not resort to the use or threat of use of nuclear 

weapons agai nst non-nucl ear-weapon States . But , like all such unil ateral 

declarations , except one , since they were mor e or less tied to conditions, 

they quite obviously did not meet the gr ave concern of the non-nuclear-weapon 

States. 

In these circumstances, we beli eve that the Soviet pr oposal now before 

the First Committee presents , at the present stage of negotiations on 

disar mament , considerable advantages for all non-nuclear-weapon States , 

although we are still mindful of the fact that t he most effective guar antee 

against the danger of the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons is the ending 

of the nuclear arms race and the total destructi on of all such weapons . In 

view of many of the elements it contains, we believe that the pr oposal of the 

Soviet Union constitutes an excellent point of departur e along these lines and 

we therefor e support it wholeheartedly. 

We should also like to state that t he delegation of the Lao People ' s 

Democr atic Republic is prepared to become a sponsor of draft resol ution 

A/C . l/33/L .6 , submitted by the Soviet Union , which , inter ali a, recommends 

that the draft convention annexed to the document be referred to the Committee 

on Disarmament, which would undoubtedly take into account in its work all 

the comments and pertinent suggestions that have emerged in the pr esent 

discussion in the First Committee on this item. 

Mr. ELARABY (Egypt} (interpretation from Arabic): The question of 

providing guarantees for the security of non-nuclear States is, in the opinion 

of the delegation of Egypt , one of the most important questions in the field 

of di sarmament, because all efforts to prevent the pr oliferation of nuclear 

weapons depend to a large extent on giving the non-nuclear countries real 

assurance that their peace and security will not be threatened as a result 

of the fact that they do not seek to acquire nuclear weapons . 
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The question of security guarantees occupied a large part of the time of 

the First Comnnttee year s ago when the Committee discussed the ratification 

of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. The delegation of 

Egypt was among those that emphasized the need for such a t reaty to contain 

effective security guarantees that would provide the par ties to the Treaty 

with the necessary security. 

Is is not necessary at this stage to deal with the history of the 

discussions in the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament in Geneva and 

in the First Committee here in New York, as well as in the Security Council 

and in the Conference of non-nuclear States on this subject, since we all 

know that the final result of all those efforts was failure, and that the 

Treaty that was accepted did not include clearly defined and satisfactory 

guar antees of the security of non-nuclear States . Security Council 

resolution 255 (1968) merely expressed the intention to assist a non-nuclear 

State in the event of nuclear aggression , does not add anything new to the 

pr ovisions of Article 51 of the Charter. 

Undoubtedly the reason that the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of 

Nuclear Weapons has not been ratified by all the countries of the world is 

that for the most part it does not provide the necessary security for the 

non-nuclear States parties to that Treaty. 

The delegation of Egypt has taken a clear and decisive position on 

guarantees of security. From the beginning we have emphasized the importance 

of security guarantees and have stressed the need to provide such guarantees 

to all non-nuclear States, provided that their nuclear activities are under 

international supervision and control . 
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I t may be relevant to mention here t he statement made by the Minister 

for Foreign Affairs of Egypt at the special session devoted to disarmament 

on 31 May 1978 : 

"He ••• call f or t he urgent adoption of a security guarantee , 

free f rom t he restrictions and limitat ions that would prevent the 

Security Council from dischar ging i ts responsibilites ; a security 

guarantee that •rould enable the Council to take effecti ve preventive 

measures before , and not after ," - I repeat , "before , and not after ," -

"the occurrence of a nuclear threat . " (A/S- 10/PV. ll , p . 23) 

With the security guarant ees of liMited effect which ar e contained 

in the pr ovisions of Security Council resolution 255 (1968) the international 

community will have to r edouble its efforts and direct t hem towards finding 

more effective and wider security guarantees for those countries which have 

pledged themsel ves to renounce the nuclear alternative . 

Defining the dimensions of such s ecurity guarantees requires that we 

take into consideration the circumstances prevailing i n each area and the 

requirements of providing security i n it . As fRr as some countri es 

are concer ned, security may be provided by means of a pledge by nuclear

weapon States not to use nuclear weapons against non- nuclear-weapon States . 

That is •rhat has come to be known as 11the negative guar antee" . However, such 

a guarantee must not be considered as the best that can be done for the 

security of non- nuclear- weapon States . The maintenance and protection of 

international peace and security require consider ati on of t he sensitive 

situations existing in some areas and the pockets of r eal danger in 

such areas before the situation deterior ates and the international 

community finds itself f aced with a sudden nuclear escalation , which would 

finally put an end to all attempts to limit the proliferation of nuclear 

weapons . 

I should like to r efer here to t he statement made by the representative of 

Egypt in this First Committee two weeks ago when he s~id that until such 

security guarantees are included in a formal treaty it might be necessary for 

the nuclear States to deposit the instrument s of such guarantees with the 
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Security Council , because such commitments are an indivisibl e part 

of the steps towards nuclear disarmament . These then constitute 

the scope of the security guarantees on which Egypt considers that our 

discussions should focus. 

In vie"' of the deep concern that '\ore feel on this matter , the 

delegation of Egypt welcomes the initiative of the Soviet delegation 

for the inclusion of this topi c on the agenda of the General Assembly. 

Fr om the discussion here and the points of view expressed by the non

nuclear countries , we have come to realize that the question of 

security guarantees should have special priority. 

My delegation will not make a detailed analysis of the impor tant 

points of view 1-1e have heard expr essed here , being satisfied that they 

will be placed before the Committee on Disarmament, the new negotiating 

body in Geneva. Nevertheless , we should like to praise the 

constructive attitude adopted by the delegation of Pakistan in this 

debate . 

The delegation of Egypt has studied the draft resolution and 

convention proposed by the Soviet Union and , gener ally speaking and 

without at this stage dealing with any of the details , we do not object 

to sending that draft conventi on to the Committee on Disarmament i n 

Geneva. We attach special importance to having the necessary progress 

made in the '\orork of that Commi t t ee. 

We have some concluding remarks ·to make on the draft convention , 

dealing basically with some matters which are raised by the text - for 

example , the interpretation of the ter m "non- nuclear States" and the 

linking of that to the Treaty on the Non- Proliferation of Nuclear \oleapons 

and any agreement on the creation of nuclear- weapon- free zones as well 

as the machinery or instrument which will verify that some countries 

have indeed renounced the pr oduction and acquisition of nuclear weapons 

and that those countries vr.ill continue to respect their commitments and 

pledges in that r espect . 
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The delegation of Egypt has listened vri th great care and attent ion to 

the explanations and interpretations provided by the representat ive of t he 

Soviet Union and we feel sure that there is still need for further study. 

!·ir . UAICONIIJEN (Ethiopia): The I:thiopian delegation considers that 

the ne,., item now befor e this Committee , namely , the stren~hening of the 

security of non- nuclear-weapon States , i s of undeniable importance. Its 

importance derives not only from the fact that it is fully in accord with 

the goals emphasized at the tenth special session of the Gener al Assembly 

but also because it is an initiative taken by a major nuclear Power . In 

our view, this new pr oposal of the Soviet Union adds more viBour and impact 

to the momentum generated at the special session by providing tangible 

opportunities for moving forward towards the implementation of the goals of 

that session . 

The significance of the Soviet pr oposal springs also from the f act that 

it answers the repeat ed call by non- nuclear- •reapon States for credible 

secur ity assurances against the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons . 

Furthermore, it seeks in a positive and constructive manner to harmonize 

the varyins degrees of commitment already entered into in the unilateral 

declarat i ons of all the nuclear Powers , within the framework of a mutually 

binding international convention . The final shape that such a convention 

may assume will depend very much on the sincerity and the level of 

commitments in those declarations and , above all , on the will to participate 

positively and constructively on the part of all concerned . 
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l~at is important at this stage is that we have now reached a starti ng-point 

as provided by the Soviet draft convention. Such active and constructive 

participation 1.rould be in keeping with the principles and guidelines contained 

in paragraph 58 of the Final Document adopted at the special session. In that 

paragraph it is clearly stressed that : 

all States, in particular nuclear- weapon States, should consider as 

soon as possible various proposals designed to secure the avoidance of 

the use of nuclear weapons, the prevention of nuclear war and related 

objectives, where possible through international agreement, and thereby 

ensure that the survival of mankind is not endangered . All States should 

actively participate in efforts to br ing about conditions in internati onal 

relations· among States in which a code of peaceful conduct of nati ons in 

international affairs could be agreed and which would preclude the use or 

threat of use of nuclear weapons . " (A/RfS/f?._-10/~ pa!~08) 

Any action that would be contrary to those premises and such as to 

deny the new proposal of the Soviet Union the consideration it so clearly 

deserves should obviously be r egarded as an attempt to frustrate the aspirat ions 

of the overwhelming majority of the international community. '1oreover, it would 

also bring the credibility of those nuclear Po\orer s , which initially 

save security assurances in their unilateral declarati ons, into serious question. 

The ultimate goal is general and complete disarmament to be achieved in a 

manner that would in no way dimini sh the security interests of any State and on 

the basis of t he common acceptance of the well- founded fact that mankind's future 

security and prosperity lies not in the acquisition and global proliferation of 

nuclear \oreapons but , on the contrary, in effective and equitable !lleasures of 

disarmament \>Thich of necessity must begin with the cessation of the nuclear arms 

race . llhile speaking of security guarantees, therefore , we cannot fail to 

emphasize that the ultimate guar antee against the danger of nuclear war and the 

use or thr eat of use of nuclear weapons is nuclear disarmament and the complete 

elimination of nuclear \>rea pons. Such a measure would str engthen the security 

not only of the non-nuclear weapon States but also that of the nuclear Powers. 

:No legal guarantee can be as effective as that ultimate goal . At best, it could 

only be regar ded as an intermediary step designed to cr eate the necessary 

conditions for nuclear disarmament and , as the Permanent Representative of the 
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. USSR , Ambassador Oleg Troyanovsky, said when he was introducing the new item 

in this Committee on 30 October 1978, it 

•. . 

"would serve the same purposes of l essening the danger of an outbreak of 

nuclear conflict and limiting the spher e of the possible use of nuclear 

weapons. " (A/C.l/33/PV.20, p . 6) 

Moreover, it would undoubtedly strengthen the regime of the Non-Proliferation 

Treaty by providing the incentive desired by non-nuclear-weapon States in order 

for them to remain committed to the renunciation of their nuclear-weapon option. 

In our view, future elaboration of and negotiations on the draft convention by the 

Committee on Disarmament must give the necessary emphasis to the need for an 

early cessation of the nuclear arms race and provisions for parallel obligations 

for nuclear disarmament,thereby making certain that we do not lose sight of the 

ultimate objective of general and complete disarmament under effective 

international control . 

I..fr . HOVEYDA (Iran): Deep concern over the accumulation of weapons, 

particularly nuclear weapons, which constitute a threat to the future of all 

mankind, was articulately voiced during the tenth special session of the United 

Nations General Assembly, devoted to disarmament. It is qui te obvious that today , 

as before, there is not one single country which can claim to enjoy absolute 

security. In effect, this precarious sense of security, rather than being remedied, 

is unfortunately being accentuated by an unabated nuclear arms race . The 

continuous build-up of nuclear arsenals intensifies the risk of their use, which 

would have the most disastrous consequences for all nations, nuclear as well as 

non- nuclear . 

The time has come to put an end to this situation. Iran i s deeply interested 

in the security of non-nuclear-weapon States . Our position and policy regarding 

the reBional approach towards containing nuclear proliferation as a means of 

lessening the danBer of an outbreak of nuclear conflict and limitiOB the spher e of 

the possible use of nuclear weapons through the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free 

zones i s well known. One aspect of this appr oach concerns the r esponsi bilities of 

nuclear-weapons States tov1ards the States located in t hose zones . The creation of 

such zones would certainly provide a better guarantee against nuclea~ aggression 

for the countries involved than unil~teral non-use commitments by the nuclear 
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Power s alone , especially since non-use pledges woul d be an integral feature of any 

denucl earized zone. Accordingly, in this spirit, in the coming days I will be 

once again introducing in this Committee a draft resolution on the establishment 

of a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the Middle East . 

Indeed, as long as the nuclear Powers base their security on the nuclear 

deterrent they must face the quest ion of security guarantees to protect 

the non-nucl ear-weapon countries f rom nuclear attack . The resolut ion of the 

United Nat ions Security Council concerning security assurances is subject to 

restraints that can r ender it i noperat i ve . It should be supplemented or 

superseded by firmer and more meaningful provisions . As a first step , the nuclear 

Powers should in a more binding framework commit themsel ves to not using or 

threatening to use nuclear weapons against non- nuclear- weapon States . 

Furthermore, we hope that the nuclear-weapon States will soon assume the 

necessary responsibility by taking the initiative in promoting nuclear 

disarmament and the elimination of nuclear weapons . 

As long as nuclear disarmament and an effective international security 

system are beyond our grasp , pl edges and commitments concerning the non- use of 

nuclear weapons will be welcomed by non-nuclear- weapon States. Indeed , the 

question of guarantees for non- nuclear ... weapon States vras t he subject of 

intensive d~scussions both during t he preparatory stages and in the course of 

the special session of the General Assembly . The Final Document of the special 

session contains provisions in this regard. The appeal to the nuclear ·-weapon 

States to take measures to assure non-nuclear-weapon States against 

the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons is explicitly contained in 

paragraphs 32 and 59 of the Final Document. We consider this to be a pos itive 

response to the persistent calls from non-nuclear-weapon States and one that 

partially rectifies t he problem. 
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Any concrete measure which would give guarantees of security to non- nuclear 

States would evidently affect in a positive manner the threat perceptions of such 

States . Such guarantees will: first , increase the security of non- nuclear States 

by reducing their susceptibility to nuclear attack; secondly, dissuade States 

from proliferating , thereby strengthening the non- proliferation regime; and 

thirdly, create a favourable atmosphere for the materializat i on of further measures 

in the f ield of security and the ultimate object i ve of nuclear disarmament . 

Our views on this matter have already been reflected in our statements 

during the Non- Proliferation Treaty review Conference. These have been followed up 

continuously in both the Conference of the Committee on Disarmament and other 

forums, and most recently during the special session. 

It is in this spirit that we welcome the Soviet initiative . We consider it 

as an overture to further studies on this question. In view of the shortage of 

time , we will not be able to consider the proposal thoroughly or to decide on 

the form in which the matter can be handled in the best interests of non-nucl ear 

States , but we believe that the continuation of discussions concerning this issue 

in the Committee on Disarmament can serve a constructive purpose and,as we hope , a 

fruitful one . 

Mr . VERRET (Haiti) (interpretation from French) : Item 128 of the agenda 

of this session of the General Assembly, which is the subject of our present 

discussion , is in the opinion of the Haitian delegation of t he greatest importance. 

Haiti is a non-belligerent country; it is among the non- nuclear- weapon countries. 

I am very happy to be able today to consider the draft resolution on the conclusion 

of an international convention on the strengthening of guarantees of the security 

of non-nuclear States (A/C . l/33/1. 6) . 

No one here can be unaware of the dangers of a nuclear war . We all know 

that the considerable accumulation of nuclear weapons stored in secret arsenals 

in all parts of the world is a serious threat both for nuclear- weapon States 

themselves and for those that possess no such weapons . We are particularly concerned 

about this since the hundreds of billions of dollars which are spent annually on the 
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manufacture of these '·reapons could serve to relieve the suffering of two thirds 

of the world's population. 

Our goal must undoubtedly be to bring about general and complete disarmament 

under effective international control . We are aware that this is a complex issue 

and that it can only be considered in stages. Nevertheless, for mankind to 

survive, for peace to come once and for all to this troubled world, for which 

we are all responsible, it is essential and even urgent to eliminate the risk 

of war, particularly nuclear war . It is important for us all to become 

convinced of the need to take steps so that the force and the threat of the use 

of force is ruled out in international life . 

We do not intend at this time to rehearse all the arguments put forward 

during the tenth special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament . 

We shall not describe the destructive power of nuclear weapons , nor shall we 

enter into any technical considerations regarding the manufacture of these 

weapons, their purpose and their number. What is important for us at the 

present time is to ensure the security of all peoples in a spirit of understanding 

of the security interests which we all share, since we do not have any panacea 

which can resolve the whole problem of general and complete disarmament . 

The Government of the Republic of Haiti has always encouraged any steps 

which are designea to bring this about. It was in that context that the 

Haitian delegation participated in the preparation of the Treaty of Tlatelolco , 

which has made of Latin America a non- nuclear zone . We rat i fied that Treaty 

unreservedly, although we had in mind the risks which might be run by countries 

that are neighbours of the United States and the Soviet Union were nuclear war 

to break out between these two super-Powers . 

In truth, the only solution would be for peoples to renounce the use of 

nuclear weapons . We consider, however , that this draft convention , in view 

of the actions it advocates, represents a rather important step towards the 

final solution of the problem and can somewhat dispel the legitimate and 

profound concerns felt by the non- nuclear- weapon States . 
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We will support this draft resolution, which comes within the context 

of the policy pursued by our Government in connexion with world peace and 

security. We hope that this is only a first step and that other efforts 

will follow, because our purpose is not only the search for guarantees for 

non-nuclear zones but the total banning of nuclear weapons in order to bring 

about general and complete disarmament, which alone can guarantee mankind 

complete protection against any threat of nuclear destruction. 

The CHAIR~~: I note that the Committee has dealt with its business 

this afternoon with commendable di spatch . We have in effect concluded the 

debate on item 128 , although 11 representatives have spoken during this 

meeting. 

ORGANIZATION OF \-TORK 

The CHAIRMAN: I have a few announcements to make. First , as members 

of the Committee may recall, at one point we set a tentative deadline of 

today , at 5 p .m. , for submission of draft resolutions on item 125 . I have 

been given to understand that there are in the offing draft resolutions which 

are not yet quite ready, and I would therefore suggest that we extend the 

deadline at least until next Wednesday, when we can r eview the situation. 

Secondly, I should like to propose officially that we close the 

list of speakers on items 35 to 49 on Monday at 5 p.m. 

Thirdly , the Committee will not meet again until 3 o ' clock on Monday 

afternoon because we have no speakers for a morning meeting . In fact there 

are so far only two for the afternoon. I would remind members of the very 

good advice of the representative of Pakistan this morning ~•hen he said that 

these moments could '-Tell be used for the introduction of draft resolutions. 

Therefore, if any delegations are ready to introduce draft resolutions, Monday 

afternoon "Till be a splendid occasion for doing so. 

Finally , there are a number of additional sponsors of draft resolutions. 

They are : Qatar , draft resolutions A/C.l/33/1.7 , A/C .l/33/1 .10 and A/C.l/33/1.11 ; 

Senegal , draft resolutions A/C.l/33/1.2, A/C.l/33/1.3 and A/C.l/33/1.10 ; and 

Uruguay, draft resolutions A/C .l/33/1.2, A/C.l/33/1.4, A/C.l/33/1.5 and 

A/C.l/33/1.10. 
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Mr. ADENIJI (Nigeria): Since the debate on these items is starting on 

Monday, Mr. Chairman, and since you have just pointed out that ~e are not meeting 

until Monday afternoon, ~ould you be good enough to consider keeping the list of 

speakers open until, say, Wednesday? This is an appeal to prevent the rush ~hich 

~e are likely to make on the Secretariat if ~e have only Monday mor ning in ~hich 

to inscribe our names. 

The CHAIRMAN: I thank the representative of Nigeria for his suggestion. 

I am sure that the Secretariat is able to handle any rush that may develop, but 

could I make a counter-proposal and say Tuesday at 1700 hours? 

Mr. OOMOKOS (Hungary) (interpretation from French): Mr. Chairman, I 

hesitate to choose bet~een your proposal and the pr oposal of the representative 

of Nigeria , but I should like to propose that ~e accept the Nigerian suggestion. 

That is the first point I ~anted to make. 

Secondly, I should also like to propose that ~e revert to the question of . 
the organization of our work once the list of speakers has been closed. I have 

doubts that two weeks will be enough for a general debate , in vie~ of the length 

of the present list . I feel also that one week will not be enough for the 

consideration of draft resolutions . That is why I propose that we revert to 

thi s question once ~e know ho~ many representatives ~sh to take part in the 

general debate on the item. 

The CHAIRMAN: I shall be only too pleased to follo~ the suggestions of 

the representative of Hungary, except on the question of closing the list, since 

I understood that I had come to an under standing ~ith the representative of 

Nigeria regarding Tuesday. I should be very r eluctant to go back on that, and 

perhaps ~e shall be able to agree on it . 

The meeting r ose at 4. 35 p .m. 




